Abstract. A mixed finite element method is developed to approximate the solution of a quasilinear second-order elliptic partial differential equation. The existence and uniqueness of the approximation are demonstrated and optimal rate error estimates are derived.
1. Introduction. Let ß c c R2 be a domain with C2 boundary 9ß. We shall assume that for some e, 0 < e < 1, and for each pair of functions (/, g) in He(ß) X H3/2+e(dü) there exists a unique solution p e i/2+£(ß) of the quasilinear Dirichlet problem (a) Lp = -V ■ia(p)Vp + bip)) + cip)=f inß, (b) p = -g on 9ß,
where Vw denotes the gradient of a scalar function w, and V • v denotes the divergence of a vector function v. Note that then p belongs to Wx-Xiü), which will be needed throughout the paper.
We shall also assume that the coefficients a: ß XR -» R, b: ß xR -» R2, and c: ß X R -» R are twice continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives through second order; moreover, assume that aix, q) > ax > 0. The variable x will normally be omitted in this notation below. For 1 < s < oo and k any nonnegative integer let W*-'(Q) = {/e Z/(ß)|Z)a/e Z/(ß) if |a| < A:} denote the Sobolev space endowed with the norm ll/ll*.,:o = E ll¿>7l|l'<n> (the subscript ß will always be omitted unless necessary to avoid ambiguity). Let Hk(Q) = W*'2(ß) with norm || • \\k = \\ ■ \\k2 (the notation || • ||0 will mean || • ||L2(i2) or || • ILw). For 0 < r < oo let Wrs(ü), Wrs(dü), Hr(tt), and Hr(dQ) denote the fractional order Sobolev spaces with norms || • \\rs.a, || • ||rs;3ß, || • ||r.a, and || ■ ||r.aa.
We shall denote by ( , ) the inner product in either L2(ß) or L2(ß)2, that is, (tj,0) = ( t]8dx or ( t\ Qdx.
Let ( , ) be the L2-inner product on the boundary of ß:
(A, 77) = / Xtrds.
We shall use the same notations to indicate the dualities between Ws(ti) and W*s(ti)' and Hs(dQ) and H~'(dQ), respectively. Let where v denotes the unit outward normal vector to 3ß. Since v • v e H~1/2(dil) (see [12] , [16] ), the duality (g, v ■ v) is well-defined.
Mixed finite element methods for (1.1) are discrete versions of (1.3) and have been treated for linear operators L by several authors [2] , [5] [6] [7] , [9] , [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Let J4 be a quasi-regular polygonalization of ß (by triangles, rectangles, or possibly parallelograms), with boundary polygons allowed to have one curved side, of characteristic parameter h g (0,1), and let \hX WhcY X W be the associated Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec space of index k > 0, [11] , [12] . To be more explicit, for E c R2 let Pk(E) denote the restrictions of polynomials of total degree k to the set E and let Qk(E) denote the restriction of Pk(R) ® Pk(K) to E. Then, let Rk(E) = Pk(E) if E is a triangle (interior or boundary) and Rk(E) = Qk(E) if E is a rectangle (interior or boundary), and let Rk(E) = Rk(E)2. For any E g g-k let V(£) = RkiE) e Span{xÄA(£)}, W(£) = /?,(£). Let 7Th: V -> VA be the Raviart-Thomas projection, [6] , [12] , which satisfies (see [13] for q + 2 below)
(1.5) Ihr -4>., < ßlMI,.,A', l/g<K¿ + l,ifveVn I*-«(ß)2, (1.6) ||div(77Av -v)||0< ßlldivvll./j*, 0<5<fc + l,ifveVnHs(div;Ö).
Let i*A: W -» W^ be the orthogonal L2-projection into WA defined by (1.7) (Phw-w,x) = 0, w<=W,XeWh, which satisfies (1.8) ||P*h> -w||o,, < ßlML*'. 0<j<it + l,ifiverr'nr''(8),
(1.9) ||/»Aw -w\\_r < ß|MI**''+,> 0<r,s<fc + l,ifweJ7'(Q),
We can now formulate the mixed finite element method to approximate the solution of (1.1):
Find (uA, ph) g \h x WA such that
We shall demonstrate in Section 2 the existence of a solution (uA, /?A) g Va X Wh of the nonlinear algebraic system (1.11) through an adaptation of the method used by Douglas in [4] . In Section 4, we shall establish the uniqueness of that solution inside a certain ball. Furthermore, we shall show that (uA, ph) converges to (u, p) in L2(ß)2 X L2(ß) at an optimal rate as h |0 (Section 3) and also in (i/s(ß)2)' X //s(ß)', 0 < s «s k + 1, provided that the boundary of ß, the coefficients a, b, and c, and the solution/? of (1.1) are smooth enough (Section 6). In Section 5, we establish the convergence of ph top in £?(ß), 2 < q < oo, at an optimal rate as h -* 0.
2. Solvability of the Discrete Problem. For pe Wh, we shall write
are bounded functions in ß. Similarly, we can write
where ß (p), cpip), ßpp(p), and cpp(p) are bounded functions in ß.
If we now subtract (1.11) from (1.3), we obtain the error equations
Substituting (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) into (2.4), we see that (with p = ph)
Set T = ap(p)u + $pip) g Cg(ß) and y = cpip) g C¿(fi). Let us now replace u by 7TAu and p by Php on the left-hand side of (2.5) to obtain (using (1.4) and (1.10)) the relations We shall assume that the restrictions of M and M* to H2(ü) n //¿(ß) have bounded inverses; that is, for any ip g L2(ß) there exists a unique $ G i/2(ß) n //¿(ß) such that M<t> = rf, (respectively, Af*<f> = i//) and ||<>||2 < Q\W\0. This would be guaranteed by assuming c > 0 (see, for example, [8] ). Let be given by $(("., p)) = (y, z), (y, z) being the (unique) solution of the system
we Wh, the existence of which follows for small h from [5] , since the left-hand side of (2. . This is done in [5] by an argument entirely analogous to that of our Lemma 2.1.) We are taking in (2.8)
The existence of a solution (uA, ph) g Va X Wh of (1.11) is equivalent to that of the following problem. Problem 2.1. The map 0 has a fixed point.
The solvability of Problem 2.1 will follow from the Brouwer fixed point theorem if we can prove that 0 maps a ball of \h X Wh into itself.
In order to do that, we shall use the following technical result. Lemma 2.1. Let 2 < 8 < oo. Let u G V, q G L2(ß)2, and r G £2(ß). // t g Wh satisfies ( 2 9) í 
Hke-< kU\W-
Observe that the Sobolev imbedding theorem [17] implies that W2~(-2/9)-6'(ü) c H\ü) and W1-(2/e)-e'(ti) c L2(ß); so, ^-»'(Q) c H(2/e\ü) with (2.11) ||X||2/S < K||A||M,. Next, note that for any £ g 9~h
and therefore the degrees of freedom defining trha(p)V<i> on £ are well-defined, that is, 7rAa(/?)v<i> is well-defined. Using (1.4), (1.10), (2.9), and integration by parts, we see that
+ (r,<p)+(r,Ph4>-<¡>).
First, observe that (q, a(p)v<p) < Al|q||o|| V4>||o « KhllolMki'-Furthermore, since V(£) z> P0(E)2, an Lp-version of the Bramble-Hubert Lemma [3] implies that (using (2.11)) \\a(p)v<t> -vha(p)v<t>\\0 < *A2/'l|V*||2/i < *A2/1v*||i,,< < Kh2/"Uhe;
(a bound which cannot be obtained from (1.5) if 2/8 < 1/2) and therefore
Also, we see from (1.5) that Ik« -Úrh < s and ||£A/7 -p\\^ < Ä < 1.
Interpret q and r in (2.10) as
and apply Lemma 2.1 to (2.8).
Note that, since e < 1 implies that 8 > 4 and that 2 + e < 4/(2 -2s), #E(ß)2 c If we now take the last term on the left side of each equation in (2.8) over to the right side, the left side becomes exactly the mixed method equations for the operator -V • (a(p)V). It follows from [2] that then (2 13) "77*U " y"V * K^PhP ~ Z"° + "q"° + "r"°l We now see that (2.15) and (2.17) imply that The theorem is now proved, since (2.14) and (2.18) imply that \\Php -z||^-< 8 and ||ttau -y||^ < 8; that is, 0 maps the balls of radius 8 = 0(A2/(2+E)), centered at ( trhu, Ph p ) into itself. Q.E.D.
3. L2-Error Estimates. Note that Theorem 2.1 in fact shows that as A -» 0 we obtain a sequence {(uA, ph)}hl0 which converges to(u, p) in V n L2+E(ß)2 X L*(ß) and furthermore, that there is a constant C = 4K¿ + ßßE||u||1+E such that Then, all that is needed is to prove that |||Af*_1(M* -JV*)||| is less than one, since this will imply that / -M*~X(M* -N*) = M*~XN* has a bounded inverse. Thus, it is sufficient to show that |||M* -N*\\\ is smaller than (UlAf*-1!!!)-1.
We have, by (2.7) and (3. We can now obtain a rate of convergence of (uA, ph) to (u, p) as A -» 0. (ii) l|o-uJ0<a'||/>|Ui. l^s^k + l,ifpeHs+l(Q), ( iii) ||div(u -uA)||0 < Ch*\\p\\s+2, 0^s<k + l,ifPeH*+2(Q).
Proof. Let £ = u -uA, i; = p -ph, o = 7rAu -uA, and t = Php -ph. Rewrite Using (1.5) with q = oo and s = e/2, we obtain from (3.1), (3.10), and (3.11) the inequality Kilo.» < HUl|o.oc + Iku -Ullo.oo + ll'llo.« <jrfllnll -4-AE/2lliill + A-2/(2 + E)llall 1
If we now rewrite (2.4) as
we see using [2] (just as we did to obtain (2.13)), (1. But (3.16) now implies (i) holds if A is small enough. Applying (i) to (3.14) and (3.15) shows that (ii) and (iii) also hold. Q.E.D.
Observe that Theorem 3.1 shows that {(uA, ph)}hl0 converges in V X W to (u, p) both at an optimal rate (for any A) and with minimal smoothness requirements on the solution of (1.1) (if k > 1). It follows from (1.3) and (1.11) that
where ctp(P), äp(£x), $P(P), and cp(P) are bounded functions in ß, where P is some convex combination of phl) mdph2). Then If we now substitute (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.8), we have ||P||0 < Kh\\P\\0, which implies that P = 0 for A sufficiently small. Then (4.6) implies that U = 0. Q.E.D.
5. L'-Error Estimates (2 < q < oo). We shall first obtain a negative norm estimate for t. we wish to bound (t, ip) for ^ g //^ß). Let <j> e /£+2(ß) be the (unique) solution of M*<¡> = \p in ß, <t> = 0 on 3ß, the existence of which we shall assume. Assume also that ||<f>||J+2 < ^'ll'r'llj-Note that (1.5) and the Sobolev imbedding theorem give the bound We can now demonstrate the convergence of ph to p to be at an optimal rate in L1(Q), 2 < q < oo (for k > 0 if q > 2/e). Note that (iii) for s = 0 is just a consequence of (iii) of Theorem 3.1. Let then tf g PP(ß), 1 < s < jfc + 1. Then, ^ g £fl/2(ß) with ||^||9/2 < K\\4>\\s. The second equation of (6.1) and (1. 
